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CHANGE %CHG 52 WK-HIGH 52 WK-LOW YTD

42.21 0.18% 22850.51 17883.56 15.74%
4.60 0.18% 2555.23 2083.79 14.13%
16.30 0.25% 6608.30 5034.41 22.67%
30.04 0.19% 15943.09 14472.78 3.35%
8.60 0.24% 3666.80 2937.98 9.63%
-4.46 -0.06% 7598.99 6676.56 5.47%
21.43 0.17% 12996.64 10174.92 12.97%
-1.24 -0.02% 5442.10 4344.88 10.29%
57.76 0.28% 20898.41 16111.81 9.24%

-101.26 -0.36% 28626.41 21488.82 29.04%
6.06 0.18% 3410.17 3016.53 9.20%

LAST CHANGE %CHG
$15.05 $2.92 24.07%
$29.60 $2.35 8.62%
$13.59 $0.76 5.92%
$6.99 $0.34 5.11%
$39.80 $1.82 4.79%

LAST CHANGE %CHG
$9.62 -$0.41 -4.09%
$3.23 -$0.12 -3.58%
$4.81 -$0.16 -3.22%
$19.79 -$0.54 -2.66%
$6.48 -$0.17 -2.56%

S&P/TSX INDUSTRY LAST CHANGE %CHG YTD
ENERGY 185.95 -0.22 -0.12% -15.83%
MATERIALS 244.05 0.79 0.32% 5.55%
UTILITIES 249.12 0.51 0.21% 5.76%
FINANCIALS 299.75 0.44 0.15% 6.33%
INDUSTRIALS 228.75 0.78 0.34% 12.91%
HEALTH CARE 70 0.63 0.91% -0.98%
CONS. DISCRETIONARY 209.63 -0.35 -0.17% 17.24%
CONS. STAPLES 532.92 1.05 0.20% 2.53%
INFO TECH. 63.39 0.26 0.41% 13.01%
TELECOMM. SVCS 167.51 0.38 0.23% 11.89%
REAL ESTATE 297.92 0.91 0.31% 3.89%

GOVERNMENT BONDS 2YR 5YR 10YR 30YR
CANADA (YLD%) 1.55% 1.77% 2.11% 2.46%
U.S. (YLD%) 1.52% 1.95% 2.35% 2.88%

COMMODITIES/ FX LAST CHANGE %CHG YTD
CRUDE OIL WTI $51.33 $0.410 0.81% -4.45%
NATURAL GAS $2.90 $0.013 0.45% -22.02%
GOLD $1,292.00 $1.400 0.11% 12.18%
COPPER $3.08 $0.038 1.23% 23.07%
CAD / USD $0.8026 $0.0037 0.46% 7.86%
CAD / EUR €0.6764 -€0.0002 -0.03% -4.34%
USD / EUR €0.8427 -€0.0043 -0.51% -11.35%
USD / JPY ¥112.49 ¥0.05 0.04% -3.82%
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1) National Bank Financial is an indirect wholly owned subsidiary of National Bank of Canada.
2) National Bank of Canada is a public company listed on Canadian stock exchanges.
3) National Bank Financial may act as financial advisor, fiscal agent or underwriter for certain companies mentioned herein and may receive remuneration
for its services.
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purchases and/or sales of these securities from time to time in the open market or otherwise.
5) The information contained herein was obtained from sources which we believe to be reliable, however we cannot represent that it is accurate or
complete.
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advisor before purchase to discuss your investor profile and to further discuss these risk factors.

Market Review

U.S. stocks trade modestly higher after Fed minutes

The U.S. major averages drifted between slim gains and losses and the U.S.
dollar fell to a two-week low against a basket of currencies ahead of the
Federal Reserve’s release of its September policy meeting minutes and on
uncertainties about the prospects for U.S. tax reform. In the September
meeting the central bank decided to pare the central bank's $4.5-trillion
balance sheet and investors parsed the FOMC minutes for further
confirmation that a December rate increase is on track. US stocks traded
modestly higher and U.S. treasury yields and short term interest rates futures
were little changed following the release of the minutes. Fed Fund futures
imply traders see an 88% chance of the Fed raising rates at its December 12-
13 meeting.

Investors were also cautious ahead of quarterly earnings season. With the
S&P 500 up 14% in 2017, investors are betting on strong earnings growth
across the S&P 500. According to Thomson Reuters, S&P 500 companies
earnings are expected to have risen 4.8% last quarter, less than the double-
digit growth in the first two quarters. BlackRock shares rose as much as 2%
after the asset manager’s third quarter earnings beat analyst expectations,
helped by higher fees. Delta Airlines shares traded up as much as 2% after
beating on revenue and earnings. The market will be focused on corporate
earnings from Wall Street banks JPMorgan Chase and Citigroup, which both
report on Thursday. In other corporate news, Kroger shares rose nearly 7%
before paring gains after the grocery chain said it was exploring strategic
alternatives including a sale of its convenience store business. General
Electric’s shares fell to over a two year low after JPMorgan’s analyst wrote
that he now sees a dividend cut as “extremely likely” and cut its target price
on the stock. 21st Century Fox fell more than 2% after the U.S. men's soccer
team failed to qualify for the World Cup for the first time since the 1986
cycle. Fox owns the English-language broadcasting rights for the 2018 World
Cup.

Canada's main stock index was modestly higher on Wednesday as gains in
financials stocks were offset by losses in energy and materials stocks.
Pretium Resources and Shawcor were the biggest gainers on the index.
Pretium’s shares surged more than 24% after the company said its Brucejack
mine produced 82,203 ounces of gold in the third quarter, beating analyst
estimates. Shawcor shares jumped as much as 9% after National Bank of
Canada raised its target price and rating to outperform from sector perform.
Bombardier shares rallied as much as 4.4% after Delta Airlines Chief
Executive Ed Bastian said that Delta would not pay the 300% tariff the U.S.
Commerce Department wants to impose on the Bombardier’s C-Series planes.
Bastien called the ruling “nonsensical” but said the carrier still expects to


